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The Limits of Dream: A Scientific Exploration of the Mind / Brain InterfaceAcademic Press, 2008

	The Limits of Dream focuses on what we currently know of the human central nervous system (CNS), examining the basic sciences of neurochemisty, neuroanatomy, and CNS electrophysiology as these sciences apply to dream, then reaching beyond basic science to examine the cognitive science of dreaming including the processes of memory, the...
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Mastering the VC Game: A Venture Capital Insider Reveals How to Get from Start-up to IPO on Your TermsPortfolio Hardcover, 2010

	Entrepreneurs who dream of building the next Amazon, Facebook, or Google have the opportunity to take advantage of one of the most powerful economic engines the world has ever known: venture capital. To do that, you need to woo, impress, and persuade venture capitalists to back your endeavor. That task alone is a challenge. But finding and...
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Gardening Basics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	Packed with fun and useful tips to help you plan your garden!


	Create the garden of your dreams with the right plants and equipment


	Want a green thumb? This handy guide gives beginning gardeners tips, plans, and insider know-how for getting started with flower beds, borders, vegetables,...
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Dreamweaver CS4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
What’s in a name? In the case of Adobe’s Dreamweaver, you find one of the most appropriate product names around. Web page design is a blend of art and craft; whether you’re a deadline-driven professional or a vision-filled amateur, Dreamweaver provides an intuitive way to make your Web visions a reality. Dreamweaver implies...
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Martyrs and Murderers: The Guise Family and the Making of EuropeOxford University Press, 2009
To understand theGuise is to understand the profound transformations that shook sixteenth-century Europe. So it is mystifying that outside France they are all but forgotten. For in their day theGuisewere held in awe throughout Europe. Admiring or appalled, none could ignore them. Enemies at one time or another of the great dynasties of Tudor,...
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Attention Deficit Disorder: Practical Coping MethodsInforma Healthcare, 1998

	This book has been rewritten no fewer than five times in an effort to keep abreast of current information. It is a compilation of personal/professional experiences, notes, anecdotes, research and hopes that have been stored and shared over the past decade. New research is occurring constantly and this disorder, which has been historically...
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Singing For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2010

	Take your voice to the next level and grow as a performer


	Whether you're a beginning vocalist or a seasoned songster, Singing for Dummies makes it easy for you to achieve your songbird dreams. This practical guide gives you step-by-step instructions and lots of helpful tips, hints, vocal exercises, reminders, and...
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Dreaming: An Introduction to the Science of SleepOxford University Press, 2004
"A cool outline of modern knowledge about dreams...and an explanation of what is really happening in our brains when we dream.... Throughout he uses his own dreams, recorded over many years, as examples while showing how the science of sleep has evolved over the past 50 years. Along the way, Freud takes a battering."--New Scientist
...
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iPod & iTunes For Dummies (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2010

	Launched on October 23, 2001, the iPod has become the icon of the decade.
	You don’t need much imagination to see why. Imagine no longer needing
	to take CDs or DVDs with you when you travel — your favorite music and
	videos fit right in your pocket and you can leave your precious content library
	at home. With the iPhone and...
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How I Made It: 40 Successful Entrepreneurs Reveal How They Made MillionsKogan Page, 2010

	
		Every year thousands of hopeful entrepreneurs decide to take the plunge. Many fail, but many go on to achieve great success and huge profits. Why is it that some race ahead to glory while others fall at the first hurdle?

	
		In How I Made It, 40 successful British entrepreneurs explain how they managed to defy the...
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No Human Is Illegal: An Attorney on the Front Lines of the Immigration WarMelville House, 2019

	"Inspiring and eye-opening..."— *starred* Booklist review

	

	“A compassionate and expert window into the netherworlds of immigration..."—Lauren Markham, author of The Far Away Brothers

	

	An immigration lawyer's journalistic account of keeping...
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50 Success Classics: Winning Wisdom for Life and Work from 50 Landmark BooksNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2007

	We desire success almost as much as we need to breathe. From the moment we are born we want to do more, get more, be more. While we may have a mental picture of success as striving hard toward perfection, in truth it is more natural. Success can be described as the courage to let out the potent dreams and potentialities already in us, simply...
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